Cookies policy
Cookies are small text files placed on the disk drive of a terminal device while you use websites.
Thanks to those files, the website administered by ATM S.A. (hereinafter: the Website) identifies
your computer and verifies if you have visited the Website before, which allows, among others,
displaying the Website according to your individual preferences, and helps to optimize it. At the
same time, cookies do not contain any personal data that could allow us to identify a particular
computer user.
The Website also applies cookies necessary for using Google Analytics, a tool for creating
aggregated statistics. Thanks to this tool, we can learn, among others, how the Internet users
use the Website (without identifying them in person), what they look for on it and how much time
they spend on individual subpages, as well as the languages they speak, the area in the world
they come from and the web browsers they use. This knowledge helps us in further enhancement of the Website’s structure and its content, so that they all meet your expectations: to be as
functional as possible, and contain the information that interests you the most.
You can impact the way Google Analytics collects your data thanks to a web browser add-on
that blocks Google Analytics. The add-on instructs the Google Analytics JavaScript not to send
any information about the website visit to Google Analytics. If you wish to disable the sending of
such information, download and install the add-on for your particular web browser. It is available
for: Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari and Opera at:
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en.
By default the browsers allow placing cookies on your terminal device, but every user can opt
out. To do so, you may change the settings of your web browser so it blocks cookies or informs
you every time the file is sent to your device. It should be noted, however, that not accepting
cookies may limit the functionality of the Website.
The above information constitutes an implementation of the provisions of Article 173 of the Act of
16 July 2004 – Telecommunications Law (Journal of Laws No 171, item 1800, as amended).

